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even the name of the country is not mentioned. In her series of essays about war, 

Maria Janion (2007) makes an attempt to mark out new paths of teaching about 

identity. �e old ones were related to war stories, fighting heroes, male combatants 

and brave veterans. �e history of building national identity basing on wars in 

Polish literature dates back to 19 century romanticism. �is trend is also visible 

now in the literature for older children and young teenagers. However, there are not 

enough texts which would show a positive image of the country to young readers 

in the way that, e.g., Astrid Lindgren’s texts did. 

Illustrated books for toddlers, mass produced in China, show a unified, homo-

geneous world. Animals, plants, sports, cities are always the same, although the 

landscapes, even across Europe, are differentiated. �ere is a certain catalogue of 

animals, plants and things children are supposed to learn. �e way of presenting 

them makes them seem familiar, but not connected with any locality or area related 

to religion. Even if a book refers to Christmas, it is so laicised that pictures present 

a Christmas tree, gi�s and Santa Claus, not the Nativity Scene. Similarly, religious 

symbols have been removed from cities: pictures include banks, post offices and 

a flower shop, but there is no church or other sacral building. 

Analysis of the books for pre-school children showed that they cautiously avoid 

the motif of national identity, thanks to which texts are more universal and trans-

latable into other languages/cultures. �e lack of national elements is the reason 

why they do not shape Polish national identity. Not only aspects related to national 

history are omitted, but even Polish culture or landscapes find no references. 

What are the consequences of such a situation? If the influence of literature on 

shaping individual and social identity is significant, it seems important for sup-

porting national identity to present this motif in the literature for children. On the 

other hand, in the globalizing world the question of a nation is no longer crucial. 

Individuals made to shape new identities o�en do so on the basis of membership 

in groups other than their nation. 
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